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     Conclusion   

     # is book has explored the extensive and persistent infl uence of crusad-
ing narrative patterns and political thought on England and the English 
imagination from the later Middle Ages to the early modern period.   It is 
intended to complement and broaden the recent work of crusade histori-
ans, who have explored crusading’s variety and adaptability, which precip-
itated changes in art, preaching, ritual, social orders, fi nance, and trade, 
and its longevity, stretching as it did from the second half of the eleventh 
century to the last crusading league against the Ottoman Turks in "$%&–
''.  "   # is study has also attempted to indicate several problems with our 
current understanding of English crusading activity and crusading litera-
ture: the limitations of a strict periodization of medieval and early modern 
England, which obscures the presence of crusading’s religious intolerance 
at the beginnings of the modern world; an overemphasis on constructions 
of national identity at the expense of the associational political forms that 
crusading engendered; a lack of attention to the formal aspects of crusad-
ing literature; and an awareness that crusading literature represented mili-
tary campaigns as well as individual crusading while commenting upon 
or criticizing contemporary behavior. # is book has argued throughout 
that, although the number of participants in ecclesiastical crusade cam-
paigns was small compared to the overall population of Europe, crusading 
comprised more than the papal institution; instead, it touched nearly all 
of the population in some regard via a variable set of behaviors, religious 
discourse, and a transposable story    . 

 Crusading’s impact on English thought can be detected in the devel-
opment of the medieval crusading romance and its later reconfi gurations 
in poetry, drama, and historical writing in the early modern period.   A 
redefi nition of the crusading romance based on characteristic components 
of crusade discourse goes beyond identifying the presence of crusade 
rhetoric – typically anti-Muslim invective or the creation of a religious 
“Other” – in an array of texts. Instead, it uncovers a coherent subgenre 
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engaged with topical concerns and changes in crusading thought that 
continued to infl uence English culture up to the late sixteenth century. 
In this respect, what had previously appeared as texts isolated from histor-
ical developments and largely unworthy of literary study, such as  Richard 
C œ ur de Lion ’s   lengthy narrative of divinely sanctioned military conquest 
in the Holy Land and  Sir Isumbras ’s   brief narrative of personal redemption 
and divinely aided conquest in the Holy Land, become comprehensible 
as expressions of distinct but intertwined strands of crusade discourse 
that reacted to the historical loss of the Holy Land in "!'". # ough these 
anonymous romances and later texts such as  Octavian    and  ! e Sowdone of 
Babylone    may not meet lofty aesthetic criteria, their popular nature is in 
fact a strong indication of the prevalence of the crusading romance and its 
infl uence on English culture across various social levels. In other words, 
these romances could rely on audiences to recognize a set of common fea-
tures and a narrative pattern of loss and recovery; they could then manipu-
late such expected features in order to make, for example,  ! e Sowdone of 
Babylone ’s   depiction of Christendom’s expansion through marital claims 
a commentary on English interest in Iberia abstractly related to John of 
Gaunt’s   marriage alliances, the Anglo-French confl ict, and the  reconquista . 
Instead of merely refl ecting historical events, these romances o) ered solu-
tions to perceived issues – however unrealistically – and they contributed 
to crusading by urging participation, reform, or at least sustained con-
sideration among their audiences. # us, rather than categorizing such 
narratives according to the misleading “Matters” of Rome, France, and 
Britain, or by the less precise terms of “homiletic romance” or “secular 
hagiography” or their more recent variations, we can employ the label 
“crusading romance” to identify a discrete genre of texts that, as with cru-
sade discourse’s modifi cation of prior holy war ideology, adapts existing 
source material for a new purpose.  !   It is important to realize the wider role 
crusading played in Middle English literature not simply to portray the 
surviving corpus more accurately, but also to acknowledge that crusading 
texts, like other medieval devotional works, are more diverse and at times 
more subversive than they appear  . 

   Moreover, describing these texts as crusading romances helps to high-
light the lasting infl uence of crusading narratives on early modern litera-
ture and culture. In the early modern period, when the Reformation and 
other cultural changes eliminated the ecclesiastical institution in England, 
the narrative power of crusading remained a potent force in literary and 
historical production, which drew upon and was shaped by the medieval 
tradition to a greater degree than previously has been accepted. Crusading 
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romances were still produced and printed in early modern England, as 
seen in the anonymous  Capystranus   , William Caxton’s  Gode" roy of Boloyne   , 
and Lord Berners’s  Huon of Bordeaux   , and their production is largely due 
to the continued positive regard for the concept of united Christian war-
fare against religious enemies across confessional divisions  . While cer-
tain sections of English society and even Elizabeth I’s   government may 
have actively opposed this concept, most of the populace and most liter-
ary authors celebrated crusading victories and their own crusading past. 
  # ough articulating Protestant discomfort with aspects of Catholic the-
ology, poetry such as James I’s   poem  Lepanto  and Book I of Edmund 
Spenser’s    ! e Faerie Queene  to a certain extent repeat the respective strands 
of holy warfare and private crusading found in  Richard C œ ur de Lion    and 
 Sir Isumbras   , both of which were reprinted multiple times in the sixteenth 
century. Furthermore, English drama demonstrates a recurring engage-
ment with crusading material and topics throughout the sixteenth cen-
tury. In particular, plays such as Christopher Marlowe’s  Tamburlaine the 
Great ,   # omas Heywood’s  ! e Four Prentices of London, with the Conquest 
of Jerusalem ,   and William Shakespeare’s  ! e Tragedy of Othello, the Moor 
of Venice    all reinvent crusading history in order to examine the subject of 
conversion or the failure of Christian cooperation against the Turks  . Even 
original English historical writing, as found in Richard Knolles’s    Generall 
Historie of the Turkes  and # omas Fuller’s    Historie of the Holy Warre , main-
tains the trend of ignoring or rejecting papal involvement while promot-
ing the concept of a united Christendom recovering its lands from the 
forces of Islam. 

   In its medieval beginnings crusading involved a radical “sacralizing of 
war” that assimilated aspects of penitential pilgrimage but was nonethe-
less couched in terms of revival and reform; it soon encompassed polit-
ical claims to rule the Holy Land and, indeed, any place deemed to have 
belonged formerly to the Roman empire or to Christendom, drawing 
on theories of just war and of Christian militancy.  (     Additionally, crusad-
ing o) ered people living in England and elsewhere a more fl exible set of 
parameters for shaping a collective identity than incipient nationalism, 
one that could value interregional cooperation and temporary bonds 
under categories such as “Franks” or “ crucesignati ” while still enabling 
competition among rivals  . By the later Middle Ages the Holy Land had 
been won and lost again, but these events were only part of a larger ser-
ies of confl icts that drew English interest to places as diverse as Africa, 
Iberia, Italy, Flanders, the Baltic, and the eastern Mediterranean. During 
this time preachers, propagandists, and treatise authors blamed Christian 
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sinfulness and used crusading for several purposes, from raising donations 
to reforming an individual’s behavior to speculating on exemplary soci-
ety, government, and the legitimacy of claims over non-Christian peoples. 
In general, notwithstanding their distressing prejudice, medieval crusad-
ing practices and literature represent an ambitious, uneven, and idealized 
attempt to explicate and reconcile several competing or contradictory 
forces within European culture  . 

   It is perhaps fi tting, then, to conclude this study by returning briefl y 
to the infl uence of crusading’s religious warfare on one of early modern 
England’s intellectual authors as a fi nal demonstration that crusading 
was a part of humanist thought and the early modern world.  &     In Fuller’s 
"$('  Historie of the Holy Warre , after he describes preparations for the 
First Crusade, he pauses to consider the war’s legitimacy as a controver-
sial contemporary topic, listing several reasons on each side.  *   In a later 
chapter Fuller then comments on its legitimacy by referring to another 
work by   Francis Bacon ("*$"–"$!$), the English humanist, political fi gure, 
and philosopher, best known today for his championing of the empir-
ical scientifi c method in his  Novum organum  and his utopian fi ction in 
the  New Atlantis .  $   However, Fuller’s reference to Bacon concerns none of 
these more familiar and seemingly modern aspects of his life; instead, he 
laments Bacon’s incomplete work about crusading:

  Before I go further, I must deplore the worlds losse of that worthy work which the 
Lord Verulam [i.e., Francis Bacon] left unfi nished, concerning the Holy warre; an 
excellent piece, and alas! it is but a piece … It was begun not in an historicall but 
in a politick way, not reporting the Holy warre past with the Turks but advising 
how to manage it in the future. And no doubt if he had perfected the work, it 
would have proved worthy the Authour.  +    

 # e work to which Fuller alludes so favorably here is Bacon’s  An 
Advertisement Touching an Holy Warre , a dialogue debating the possibility 
of a crusade against the Turks and the lawfulness of holy warfare written 
in "$!!–( after his loss of public o,  ce but only printed posthumously 
in "$!'.  %   Although written in the form of a philosophical dialogue, the 
 Advertisement  contains some literary aspects in its characterization of the 
speakers and setting, and also intervenes in contemporary political a) airs, 
specifi cally James I’s   negotiations with Spain for a marriage alliance.   In 
this respect the  Advertisement  can be understood as an early modern ver-
sion of the medieval recovery treatises, as it attempts to deal with the 
problems dividing Christendom and preventing a crusade by exploring 
crusading’s fundamental justifi cation and by identifying the conditions 
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necessary for its success. # ough Bacon advances arguments and raises 
concerns unimaginable to his medieval predecessors, his dialogue none-
theless represents a thorough engagement with crusading’s role in early 
modern England that not only earned Fuller’s admiration but also would 
be used by Fuller as an authoritative statement on the criteria for a legit-
imate holy war  . 

 Bacon’s  Advertisement , though “politick,” as Fuller puts it  , in its discus-
sion of a future crusade, contains several “historicall” references to wars in 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, including the crusading battles 
of Lepanto and Alcazar, confl icts among Christians over Portugal, Milan, 
and Bohemia, and the conquest of Peru and Mexico, thus situating cru-
sading within a range of military endeavors in the early modern period 
including warfare among European rulers and forcible colonization in the 
New World. In his prefatory letter Bacon explains that it is “an argument 
mixt of religious and civil considerations; and likewise mixt between con-
templative and active,” indicating the dialogue’s intended dual purpose of 
establishing the general legitimacy of holy war and the particular possibil-
ity of its enactment in the early seventeenth century  .  '   

 A summary of the  Advertisement  reveals how even in its incomplete state 
the text balances the various views of di) erent social and religious groups 
in early modern Europe about crusading. # e dialogue itself features six 
characters: Martius, a soldier; Eupolis, a moderate supporter of monar-
chy; Eusebius, a moderate theologian; Gamaliel, a zealous Protestant; 
Zebedaeus, a fervid Catholic; and Pollio, a courtier. Of these six charac-
ters, all are Catholic except for Gamaliel, whose extreme view, as with that 
of Zebedaeus, makes it likely that Bacon’s conclusion on holy war would 
have been expressed by one of the other Catholic characters – perhaps as 
a sign of moderate Christian cooperation. # e six fi gures meet at Eupolis’s 
house in Paris sometime in the early "$!-s, and after some banter Martius 
begins by censuring the “meanness” of “Christendom,” which for the past 
fi fty years mainly has been occupied in wars against other Christians, as 
shown in the “ships and forces of [the] Spanish, English, and Dutch” who 
sail “unto the ends of the world” for gold, not for the “cause of Christ.”  "-   
After Martius declares, “a war upon the Turk is more worthy than upon 
any other gentiles, infi dels, or savages … both in point of religion and in 
point of honour,” he asks the assembled experts to explain the legitimacy 
of holy war before he continues.  ""   Eupolis then assigns various parts for 
the ensuing discussion to the other characters, which will proceed from 
Zebedaeus’s discussion of holy war’s general legitimacy, Gamaliel’s exam-
ination of its obligatory status, Eusebius’s discussion of its priority, Pollio’s 
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attempt at rebuttal, Eupolis’s proving of the possibility of a current war, 
and Martius’s concluding with its specifi c planning; they all resolve to meet 
the next day to continue the debate. When they do Martius proposes a 
modifi cation of the speaking order so that he may present a “model of the 
enterprise” before Pollio and Eupolis debate its current possibility, which 
is accepted.  "!   # e zealous Catholic Zebedaeus then o) ers a lengthy speech 
that attempts to prove that war against “the most potent and most danger-
ous enemy of the faith, the Turk” is a “just war,” even when one discounts 
“the cause of religion.”  "(   Comparing the Turkish empire to various illegit-
imate governments, including pirates, the Islamic sect of the Assassins, the 
radical Anabaptists of Munster, and the Mamluk sultanate of Egypt, all 
of which, he claims, were worthy of destruction by the “natural and tacit 
confederation amongst all men against the common enemy of human 
society,” Zebedaeus’s speech breaks o)  before its conclusion, leaving the 
intended end of the  Advertisement  unknown.  "&   

   Even with Martius’s modifi cation of the presentation order, the stated 
design for the dialogue, which moves from general legitimacy to par-
ticular instance, parallels the broad outline of several medieval recovery 
treatises, which frequently justify Christian claims to the Holy Land, 
vilify Islam and its rulers, and then o) er reasons for and against specifi c 
courses of action.   However, without a sense of the lasting infl uence of 
the medieval crusading tradition on early modern England, scholars have 
frequently overlooked Bacon’s  Advertisement  or presumed that it must be 
discussing something other than holy war. In what little has been written 
on Bacon’s dialogue, some scholars have regarded it as a kind of allegory 
that continues the utopian and scientifi c vision of Bacon’s other writing. 
  For instance, Jerry Weinberger,   Laurence Lampert, and   Ralph Lerner have 
o) ered highly intricate interpretations of Bacon’s text, placing extraordin-
ary weight on Pollio’s role and on his comment, “except you could bray 
[grind] Christendom in a mortar, and mould it into a new paste, there is 
no possibility of an Holy War.”  "*   All three critics generally see Pollio’s com-
ment as rejecting religious violence entirely in favor of a struggle for sci-
entifi c and social progress. # at is, in Weinberger’s view, the  Advertisement  
“treats problems of civil and ecclesiastical policy … as … the means to 
scientifi c conquest,”   while for Lampert it constitutes a metaphoric war on 
religion to improve humanity,   and for Lerner the dialogue is an attempt 
to redirect religious fanatics in the service of a utopian world ruled by the 
wise  .  "$   Pollio’s statement about Christendom requiring the magical recon-
stitution of an alchemical grinding before it could launch a new crusade is 
certainly signifi cant as an indication of the lasting power of the concept of 
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reform in crusade discourse, but in the context of Bacon’s situation in the 
"$!-s – a debt-ridden, disgraced royal advisor seeking to regain the king’s 
favor by supporting his political plans – it seems unlikely that his dialogue 
sought to establish a scientifi c revolution.  "+   

 Other critics have rightly considered the text to be in favor of a more 
moderate form of holy war than is found in Zebedaeus’s speech. For 
example, the text’s nineteenth-century editors view the dialogue as con-
sistent with Bacon’s other statements about crusading as a means of unit-
ing England and Spain in joint action against the Turks, a stance that 
refl ects James I’s   policy; they conclude that the dialogue probably would 
have approved war against the Turks in self-defense, and that its incom-
plete state was only due to the breakdown of negotiations with Spain after 
"$!(, making its argument moot.  "%     J. Max Patrick sees Bacon’s dialogue 
as inspired by James I’s  Lepanto  for its endorsing of “an ecumenically 
Christian rather than a Roman Catholic holy war against the infi dels,” 
and as Bacon’s attempt to cure internal dissent in England through war  .  "'   
In a related vein,     Lisa Jardine and Alan Stewart, though not discussing the 
 Advertisement  directly, identify several instances throughout Bacon’s life 
when he favored religious moderation over Christian division and when 
he portrayed the Turks negatively, thus supporting the views of Patrick 
and the earlier editors indirectly    .  !-     Glenn Burgess, comparing   Fuller’s and 
Bacon’s views on religious war, also generally agrees with this earlier assess-
ment, as he argues, “there was much unease about the place of religion in 
[the just war] tradition,” so that “[r]eligious reasons for war were seldom 
advanced, at least by the learned, in any pure form, and tended always 
to be blended with legal arguments.”  !"   # ese interpretations of Bacon’s 
text, especially Burgess’s comparison of Bacon with Fuller    , accord with 
this study’s argument that many early modern English authors supported 
crusading or holy warfare by seeking to circumvent issues of religious divi-
sion or papal authority. 

 Nearly all these critics agree, however, about the unlikelihood of 
Bacon’s endorsing Zebedaeus’s view, which, as that character’s description 
indicates, overzealously asserts the right to wage o) ensive war against any 
people based solely on an unnatural government. Nonetheless, Zebedaeus’s 
extreme argument does not mean that the  Advertisement  rejects holy war 
and crusading entirely. As I see it, Bacon probably shared Martius’s assess-
ment of the Turkish empire as “[a] cruel tyranny, bathed in the blood 
of their emperors upon every succession; a heap of vassals and slaves; no 
nobles, no gentlemen, no freeman … a nation without morality, without 
letters, arts, or sciences”;   indeed, this was one of the passages borrowed 
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by Fuller for his  Historie ’s closing hope for the destruction of the 
Ottomans.  !!   Fuller’s regard for and use of the  Advertisement  provide some 
guidance from a contemporary author for its intended purpose, since 
despite Fuller’s condemnation of the abuses of the Catholic church, he 
endorses Christian warfare against the Turks. Furthermore, Fuller directly 
borrows Zebedaeus’s criteria about determining the justice of a war to 
reach his own ambivalent conclusion about the crusades to the Holy Land, 
stating, “From that Authour [i.e., Bacon] we may borrow this distinction, 
# at three things are necessarie to make an invasive warre lawfull; the law-
fulnesse of the jurisdiction, the merit of the cause, and the orderly and 
lawfull prosecution of the cause.”  !(   Fuller’s  Historie  implies that the medi-
eval holy war was unlawful because the participants acted immorally and 
because papal claims were dubious, but this judgment does not extend to 
the general concept of the holy war.   Bacon’s work, exhibiting similar dis-
comfort with religious justifi cations based on Catholic doctrine, neverthe-
less seems to determine that the defensive action of a united Christendom 
against the Turks is better than European war over confessional di) erences 
or the extermination of natives in the New World for profi t. 

 In this respect, Bacon’s dialogue presents a glimpse of the elder states-
man and humanist’s wrestling with the problem of locating crusading in 
a world far di) erent from that of the eleventh century, one with cannon, 
printed books, religious divisions between Catholic and Protestant, a bet-
ter disciplined Islamic enemy, and of course new continents and peoples. 
  However, many of the  Advertisement ’s concerns are similar to those facing 
early crusaders; crusading alliances were still necessary, although increas-
ingly unlikely, and the questions about the purpose and plans for holy 
warfare were major components of crusade discourse from the eleventh to 
the early seventeenth centuries. Hence, when Zebedaeus declares, “It is a 
great error … if any man think that nations have nothing to do one with 
another … # ere are other bands of society, and implicit confederations,” 
and asserts that there are problems with which “all nations are interessed 
[have an interest in],” it is easy to detect an echo of medieval crusading’s 
associational forms appealing to such “implicit confederations” in the ser-
vice of the common good  .  !&   All in all, the  Advertisement ’s unfi nished state 
is an appropriate emblem for crusading’s role in early modern England, 
since it shows how crusading was a narrative and ideal still occupying lit-
erary and intellectual production and still able to generate questions about 
the legitimacy of religious violence, forcible conversion, the charitable lib-
eration of other Christians, or the recovery of the “ancient patrimony of 
Christ.”    !*   
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   In terms of direct participation the medieval experiment of crusad-
ing ended in the seventeenth century; its termination was not due to 
the denunciations of enlightened thinkers or a sudden religious toler-
ance, but because its systems channeling holy violence and devotion were 
supplanted by the activities of the secular, sovereign state.  !$   In the cen-
turies leading up to that point, however, crusading remained an incom-
plete narrative of loss and recovery, of legal rights and religious violence, 
that expressed the sincere hopes and dreadful ambitions of a wide range 
of people attempting to reconcile their religious doctrine with a diver-
gent reality where Christendom was neither dominant nor regularly div-
inely favored. Because it occupied such an important role, bypassing any 
neat separation between medieval and early modern England, crusading 
demands a historical and literary analysis that can account for its notable 
combination of elevated images of human beings united in a transcendent 
cause with the desire to e) ect, as Bacon   says, the “extirpation” of other 
peoples  .  !+    
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